
consultation
[͵kɒns(ə)lʹteıʃ(ə)n] n

1) консультация; совещание
legal consultation - юридическая /правовая/ консультация
in consultation with - по консультации с
to hold a consultation - совещаться

2) консультация врача
consultation hours - приёмные часы (врача и т. п. )
consultation room - врачебный кабинет

3) консилиум врачей

Apresyan (En-Ru)

consultation
con·sult·ation AW [consultation consultations] BrE [ˌkɒnslˈteɪʃn] NAmE

[ˌkɑ nsl te n] noun

1. uncountable the act of discussing sth with sb or with a group of people before making a decision about it
• a consultation document/paper /period/process
• acting in consultation with all the departments involved
• The decision was taken after close consultation with local residents.

2. countable a formal meeting to discuss sth
• extensive consultations between the two countries

3. countable a meeting with an expert, especially a doctor, to get advice or treatment
• A 30-minute consultation will cost £50.

4. uncountable the act of looking for information in a book, etc
• There is a large collection of texts available for consultation on-screen.

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English: from Latin consultatio(n-), from the verbconsultare, frequentativeof consulere ‘take counsel’.
 
Synonyms :
discussion
conversation • dialogue • talk • debate • consultation • chat • gossip

These are all words for an occasion when people talk about sth.
discussion• a detailed conversation about sth that is considered to be important: ▪ Discussions are still taking place between the
two leaders.
conversation • a talk, usually a private or informal one, involvingtwo people or a small group; the activity of talking in this way: ▪ a
telephone conversation
dialogue • conversations in a book, play or film: ▪ The novel has long descriptions and not much dialogue. A dialogue is also a
formal discussion between two groups, especially when they are trying to solve a problem or end a dispute: ▪ The President told
waiting reporters there had been a constructive dialogue.
talk • a conversation or discussion, often one about a problem or sth important for the people involved: ▪ I had a long talk with my
boss about my career prospects.
debate • a formal discussion of an issue at a public meeting or in a parliament. In a debate two or more speakers express
opposing views and then there is often a vote on the issue: ▪ a debate on prison reform
consultation • a formal discussion between groups of people before a decision is made about sth: ▪ There havebeen extensive
consultations between the two countries.
chat • a friendly informal conversation; informal talking. The countable use of chat is especially British English: ▪ I just called in for
a chat about the kids.
gossip • a conversation about other people and their private lives: ▪ We had a good gossip about the boss.
a discussion/conversation/dialogue/talk/debate/consultation/chat/gossip about sth
a discussion/conversation/dialogue/debate/consultation on sth
in (close) discussion/conversation/dialogue/debate/consultation with sb
to have a discussion/conversation/dialogue/talk/debate/consultation/chat/gossip with sb
to hold a discussion/conversation/debate/consultation

 
Synonyms :
interview
interrogation • audience • consultation

These are all words for a meeting or occasion when sb is asked for information, opinions or advice.
interview • a formal meeting at which sb is asked questions, for example, to see if they are suitable for a particular job or course
of study, or in order to find out their opinions about sth: ▪ a job interview
interrogation • the process of asking sb a lot of questions, especially in an aggressive way, in order to get information; an
occasion on which this is done: ▪ He confessed after four days ▪ under interrogation ▪.
audience • a formal meeting with an important person: ▪ The Pope granted her a private audience.
consultation • a meeting with an expert, especially a doctor, to get advice or treatment.
an in-depth interview/consultation
a police interview/interrogation
to have /request a(n) interview/audience/consultation with sb
to give/grant sb a(n) interview/audience/consultation
to carry out/conduct an interview/interrogation
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Example Bank:
• I had a consultation with a dermatologist.
• The company has promised wide consultation on its expansion plans.
• The plan was developedin close consultation with the local community.
• The police chiefs will hold a consultation with all the relevantgroups.
• The practice provides medical consultations for drug addicts.
• There will be a period of public consultation before a decision is reached.
• They have taken this decision without any consultation.
• We need more consultation with the unions.
• You should seek expert consultation.
• a consultation between teachers and parents
• a joint consultation with doctors and patients
• A consultation period will be required.
• He has been acting in consultation with all the departments involved.
• There havebeen extensive consultations between the two countries.

consultation
con sul ta tion AC /ˌkɒnsəlˈteɪʃən $ ˌkɑ n-/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: noun: ↑consultation, ↑consultancy, ↑consultant, ↑consulting; adjective: ↑consultative, ↑consulting; verb: ↑consult]

1. [uncountable and countable] a discussion in which people who are affected by or involvedin something can give their opinions
consultation with

The decision was reached after consultation with parents and teachers.
consultation between

He’s calling for urgent consultations between the governmentand the oil industry to resolve the problem.
in consultation with somebody

The plans were drawn up in consultation with engineers.
consultation process/exercise/period

There will be a public consultation exercise to ask for people’s views.
consultation paper/document

2. [countable] a meeting with a professional person, especially a doctor, for advice or treatment:
A follow-up consultation was arranged for two weeks’ time.

3. [uncountable] the process of getting advice from a professional person:
Trained parenting experts are available for consultation by telephone.

4. [uncountable] the process of looking for information or help in a book:
Leaflets were regularly displayed for consultation by students.

• • •
COLLOCATIONS
■verbs

▪ hold a consultation Further consultations will be held with local residents.
▪ begin a consultation French and German officials began consultations with officials from the other four nations.
▪ require consultation formal (=need consultation) Any decision on military action would require consultation.
■adjectives

▪ public consultation (=asking for for ordinary people's views) The first public consultations considered environmentaland
health issues.
▪ full consultation (=including all the details of something) No decision will be made until there has been full consultation with
farmers.
▪ prior consultation (=happening before something is done) New educational policies should be based on prior consultation
with teachers.
▪ proper consultation Has there been proper consultation with the local communities?
▪ further consultation It is recommended that further consultation should take place.
▪ close consultation (=in which people, groups etc discuss something carefully together) The changes followed close
consultation with governmentofficials.
▪ wide /widespread /extensive consultation (=involving a lot of people, groups etc) Strong recommendations were made after
wide consultation.
▪ joint consultation (=involving two different groups) Committees can be used for joint consultation between employers and
employees.
▪ formal consultation (=organized in a formal way) Better methods of formal consultation are needed.
■consultation + NOUN

▪ a consultation paper /document (=a formal report on a subject that needs to be discussed) He produced a consultation
document on public transport proposals for the city.
▪ the consultation process/period an eight-week consultation process
▪ a consultation exercise (=an activity that involves getting people's opinions on something) The public consultation exercise
was undertaken to gauge public reaction.
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